Abstract. The paper introduces and formalizes a distributed approach for the model-based monitoring of the execution of a plan, where concurrent actions are carried on by a team of mobile robots in a partially observable environment. Each robot is monitored on-line by an agent that has the task of tracking all the possible evolutions both under nominal and faulty behavior of the robot and to estimate the belief state at each time instant. The strategy for deriving local solutions which are globally consistent is formalized. The distributed monitoring provides on-line feedback to a system supervisor which has to decide whether building a new plan as consequence of actions failure. The feasibility of the approach and the gain in the performance are shown by comparing experimental results of the proposed approach with a centralized one.
Introduction
In the recent years, growing efforts have been spent for providing multi-agent systems with a closed loop of control feedback in order to complete the given task despite something has gone wrong. In general these efforts advocate the presence of a system supervisor which synthesizes an initial plan, and possibly adapts on-line such a plan when unexpected events occur. Within the control loop a critical role is played by the monitoring and diagnosis modules. In fact, monitoring on-line the progress of the task allows to detect discrepancies between the expected nominal behavior of the system and the observed one. While diagnosis is essential for singling out the the root causes of the failure of the task carried on by the agent. Monitoring the activity of software agents as well as robotic ones is a challenging problem, in particular when the actions of the plan are performed by a team of concurrent executors in a complex and dynamic environment where only some events are observable and the executors may fail.
Informally, the task of monitoring consists in tracking the evolutions of the system under consideration (i.e. maintaining a history of system states as accurate as possible) and detecting anomalies whenever they occur. In this paper, we have to monitor a plan with concurrent actions carried on by a team of plan executors. We will assume that plan executors are robots, however they are domain dependent, for example in the Air Traffic Control domain (see [8] ) plan executors are the airplanes which execute their own flight plan. As discussed in [1] , the successful execution of a plan is threatened by unexpected events which may cause the failure of some actions (the anomalies the monitoring has to detect). In our approach, plan threats are faults in robot functionalities or robot competitions which may arise when a number of robots request the same resource simultaneously.
A planner coping with any particular class of domain dependent threats has a choice of either (1) attempting to prevent the threats, or (2) attempting to deal with threats individually as they arise ( [1] ). Some approaches to plan monitoring and diagnosis (see e.g. [10] ) consider just atomic actions and require that the monitored plan must satisfy a concurrency requirement which prevents the occurrence of robots competition for accessing the resources. In the present paper we present a system supervisor able to deal with threats when they arise: in this way, given a high-level goal, a planner may synthesize a plan P without the (heavy) request that all the possible threats are prevented. We do not require that the actions are atomic and, as suggested in [1] , each of them is associated with a time deadline: when the associated deadline expires the action is considered failed. Moreover, the actions may require some resources, available in the environment where the plan is carried on. Typically the resources can satisfy a limited number of requests per time instant, thus the execution of the plan must, in general, satisfy a set of resource constraints.
While a centralized approach to the monitoring of the execution of plan P is discussed in [5, 6] , the present paper present a distributed approach to the problem. In particular, the paper formalizes an approach where the plan is distributed among several plan executors (robots) and each executors is on line monitored by an agent. In order to establish a control loop, our monitoring framework provides the supervisor not only with the status of the plan but also with the (possibly not nominal) outcome of the actions. As we will discuss, the actions outcome is a useful piece of information exploited by the supervisor for taking a decision on whether building a new plan in response to a failure. In general, however, the supervisor would need also to know the root causes of a failure (i.e. a failure explanation). For space limits, in this paper we do not discuss the diagnostic component responsible for fault identification or for singling out specific threats: a possible solution for this problem is reported in [5] .
The paper is organized as follows, in section 2 basic concepts about the distributed plan monitoring are introduced, in section 3 a formalization of a multi-robot environment is presented, while in section 4 the distributed approach to the monitoring is discussed. In section 5 we present some experimental results we have gathered by using the simulated RoboCare environment (see [4] ), and compare the centralized approach (described in [5] ) vs. the decentralized one.
Characterizing the Problem
The problem we are interested in concerns the specification of a closed loop of control feedback established through the presence of monitoring and diagnosis services. In such a way the plan supervisor has the capabilities for looking after the progress of the plan and for dealing with unexpected threats. As stated in the introduction, in [5] the services of monitoring and diagnosis are performed in a centralized way by the plan supervisor itself which collects all the available system observations and keeps track of the progress of the actions the robots are performing. In the present paper we focus our attention on the on-line monitoring service and we describe how the monitoring of a given plan P can be distributed among a team Ags of software agents. The reason why we propose a distributed approach stems by the observation that a centralized one may result computationally expensive when the number of robots grows. In fact, a centralized approach has to build a global representation of the system status which takes into account all the possible combinations of the robots states. However, given partial observability of the environment, this representation may contain a huge number of alternatives and therefore it could become unmanageable.
We thus propose to decompose the task of monitoring the robot team T into a set of sub-problems; each sub-problem is assigned to an agent i ∈ Ags and consists in monitoring just the robot rbi. The only available observations for agent i are the messages sent by a set of sensors distributed in the environment in response to a detected event concerning rbi, and messages volunteered by rbi itself about its status (e.g. current position). It is worth noting that in most cases the observations are not sufficient for precisely inferring the status of each robot.
The partitioning described above does not guarantee that the subproblems are completely independent of one another. In fact, since robot interactions may arise, the actual progress of the action carried on by rbi depends on the rbi's health status as well as on the occurrence of robot interactions which involve rbi. Therefore agent i needs to cooperate with other agents in order to maintain a globally consistent representation of the status of the robot rbi.
Effective cooperation among agents is reached by adopting two strategies of distributed problem solving introduced in [3] . First of all, we reduce as far as possible the number of cooperating agents, in particular, each agent i ∈ Ags determines on-line (i.e. at each time instant) the subset of other agents (denoted as dependency set) it has to cooperate with by taking into consideration the actions currently executed by the team of robots. Clearly, since the actions change over time also the relations among the software agents need to change. The second strategy concerns what sort of data the agents exchange for cooperating. Instead of sending the rough data that each agent directly receives from the sensors and the robot, the agents exchange partial results which will be subsequently refined by integrating them with the partial results inferred by all the other agents in the same dependency set of agent i.
Whenever an agent detects the failure of an action it informs the supervisor by means of the outcome of that action. The outcome of a failed action represents a first kind of data the supervisor can rely on in order to take a decision for overcoming that particular failure. Of course, in case the supervisor revises the original plan P , the new plan needs to be redistributed among the software agents.
System Model Formalization
Global State and Local States The global state of the world is expressed in terms of status of the robots T ={rb1,. . ., rbn} and of status of the resources RES = {res1, . . ., resm}.
Dealing with global states may be computationally expensive in many domains, especially when the domain is naturally distributed, such as a Telecommunication Network in [7] ; for this reason we partition the global state into a set of partial states and introduce the notion of robot states. Robot States. A robot state s is a portion of the global state that is expressed in terms of the status variables of a single robot rbi:
. .,resm,i}. The variables vj i (j : 1, . . . , k) are status variables of rbi and in particular they include the health state of robot rbi. We represent the robot health state by variable v health,i , whose domain is the set {ok, abn1, . . . , abn h } of behavioral modes: ok denotes the nominal mode, abn1, . . . , abn h denote not nominal modes. In general, when a robot has many functionalities its health status can be represented by means of a set of health variables, one for each sub-system, as discussed in [5] .
Because of the partitioning we duplicate each status variable of the resources by creating a private copy for each robot rbi; we denote with resj,i the status of the resource resj w.r.t. rbi; resj,i can assume values in the domain: free: rbi is not interested in resj; requested: rbi has requested resj; busy: rbi is using resj; and released: rbi has just relinquished resj. Partial States. A partial state σ represents the state of a subset O of robots; Var (σ) = rb∈O Var (rb) indicates the status variables over which σ is defined, while Rbts(σ) is used for denoting the set O of robots. The value that the variable v ∈ Var (σ) assumes in σ will be represented as σ(v). Belief State. As we will formalize in section 4, one of the results of the on-line monitoring task is a representation of the system status at each time instant. Since some status variables are not observable, the monitoring task can not unambiguously determine the status of the system at each time t; instead the monitoring process is able to estimate a set of possible, alternative states where the system can be at t; this set is known in literature as belief state (at time t) and we will denote it with Bt. Obviously, the accuracy in the system status representation directly depends on the system observability, the more observations are available the more the system representation is accurate (i.e. the belief states contain fewer alternative states). Action Templates In some approaches to the monitoring of plan execution (e.g. [10] ) an atomic action is modeled by means of sets of preand post-conditions which must be satisfied when the action starts and ends respectively. However, when the actions are not atomic the monitoring needs a more complex action model.
An action template α is a detailed model of an action; in particular, it specifies all the possible sequences of sub-steps that a robot can take for carrying on the action both when the robot has a nominal behavior and when the robot has an abnormal behavior. Thus we explicitly model both normal and abnormal behavior of an action according to the health status of the robot performing it. Moreover, α specifies in which action sub-steps particular resources are required, used and released. As usual in the discrete event systems ( [7] ), an action template is modeled as an automaton α= Sα, Σα, ∆α where: Sα is the set of states in which a robot can be when it is executing α, this set is partitioned into the sets:
-Iα all the possible initial states for α: each state in Iα satisfies the preconditions of α;
-Gα the final states where the action goal has been reached: each state in Gα satisfies the post-conditions of α. The final states are further distinguished between the sets GOTα of the final states achieved before the occurrence of the action timeout (i.e. on-time) and GDELα of the final states achieved after the occurrence of the action timeout;
-Uα the final states where the goal is unreachable (e.g. because of a fault in the robot performing α);
-Nα all the intermediate states.
Σα is the set of observable events regarding α; only the agent monitoring α can observe the events in Σα. We distinguish between:
-exogenous observations coming from the environment (robots + sensors); they capture a status change of the robot performing α;
-endogenous observations are a set of timeout events, that is, when a deadline associated with α expires the agent monitoring α generates a corresponding timeout event t/o. Figure 1 shows a simplified example the fine-grained model of the GoTo action defined in the RoboCare ( [4] ) environment (see [5, 6] for details). The goal of a robot rb k executing a GoTo consists in accessing a target resource Res moving in the environment. The preconditions of the GoTo action are satisfied when the robot is initially located into the same room where the target resource is located. Each state is an assignment of values to the robot status variables. According to the previous characterization the states are partitioned as follows:
-IGoT o={1,4} -GGoT o={3,6,10,13}, more precisely:
GOTGoT o={3,6} and GDEL GoT o={10,13} -UGoT o={7,8}; in these states the robot can not complete the GoT o as consequence of a fault. -NGoT o all the other states.
For the sake of readability the observable transitions are depicted as solid edges (labels have the form change of status / messages a software agent can receive as response ), whereas dotted edges represent not observable transitions (labels describe the not observed change of status), see [5, 6] for details.
We assume that the evolutions of the actions are synchronized; more precisely we consider the time as a discrete sequence of instants t = 0, 1, . . .; whenever a time increment occurs all the robots change their status synchronously according to the actions they are performing; this assumption is generally made in discrete event systems where observations are sampled at fixed time intervals.
While each action template α describes a class of actions, the plan executed by the robots consists of action instances where some further parameters are specified; in particular an action instance a specifies: (1) its schedule time a.schdT ime; (2) its nominal duration a.nomDur; (3) the robot a.rbt which has to execute a; and finally, (4) a.resources, is the subset of system resources needed during the execution (e.g the resource Res in the GoTo example). Hereafter we will denote with act(rbi, t) the action instance that robot rbi is executing at time t; however, in the case the robot identifier and the time instant are not needed, we will indicate an action by the letter a. System Model The system model is a tuple M = RES, T , CON S, A where RES and T have been previously defined as the set of available resources and the set of mobile robots respectively; CON S is a set of global constraints defined over the private copies of the variables resj,i. In particular, for each resource resj, there exists a global constraint consj ∈ CON S representing (in a logical formula) which assignments to variables resj,i (for the robots rbi ∈ T ) represent a consistent access to resource resj. Finally, A is the set of action templates, which represents the set of actions the robots can execute. Plans and Sub-plans An instantiated plan is a tuple P = M, A, < where: M is the system model; A is a set of instances of actions; (A, <) is a partial order relation between action instances in A: a < a ′ implies that action a must finish before action a ′ starts i.e. a.schdT ime + a.nomDur < a ′ .schdT ime. The relation (A, <) encodes a set of temporal constraints between action instances. A sub-plan Pi of P is a tuple M , Ai, <i where Ai is the subset of actions in A agent i is responsible for (i.e., ∀a ∈ Ai, a.robot = rbi); <i is the precedence relation < restricted to the actions in Ai. We assume that the relation (Ai, <i) is a total order relation.
On-line Monitoring of the Plan Execution
The monitoring of plan execution has to face some challenging issues. First of all, since we relax the concurrency requirement, we have to deal with competitions among robots for accessing the same resource. This is particularly challenging because given an action a, the resources in a.resources can be used in different steps of a and these steps are not necessarily observable; it follows that the troublesome interactions among robots can not be completely anticipated. In addition to that, each agent i just observes events e ∈ Σ act(rb i ,t) , so agent i has not a complete view of the world; with obsi(t) we denote the set of observations gathered by agent i at time t. In order to detect the completion/failure of act(rbi, t) the agent i needs to exchange information with other agents and to build a portion of the system state which is globally consistent and handles possible harmful interactions involving rbi.
Besides the global plan P , the monitoring needs to know the initial belief state of the system B0 , that is, the set of alternative system states at time 0 (when the actions are not dispatched yet). We consider B0 as a further input to the monitoring and require that the following assumption holds: It is worth noticing that Assumption 4.1 does not require to know the actual status of the robots (e.g. at time 0 the health status of some robots may not be nominal). The Plan Execution Monitoring Task. Under a centralized point of view, the problem of monitoring the execution of a plan can be formally defined as the tuple P EM (t) = P , B0, obs[0, t] where P is a global plan, B0 is the initial belief state of the system, obs[0, t] is the set of all the system observations available in the interval [0, t]. As shown in [5] , the solution to the centralized P EM (t) is the belief state Bt where each state σ ∈ Bt:
(1) is a possible system evolution at time t, (2) is consistent with the observations obs[0, t], (3) is determined according to the actions of P scheduled in [0, t] and to the initial belief state B0. As argued in [5] , the estimation of the belief state B k at time k (k:1..t) can be computed by projecting the previous belief state B k−1 by means of a transition relation for the whole system ∆ and filtering out all the projections which are not consistent with the available observations received at time k.
In the following we show how the problem PEM (t) can be decomposed into a set of sub-problems P EMi(t) (for i : 1..|T |) and how the global belief state Bt can be reconstructed from local belief states. The sub-problem P EMi(t), assigned to agent i, is the tuple Pi, B0, obsi[0, t] where: Pi is the sub-plan monitored by agent i and obsi[0, t] is the set of observations the agent i receives in the interval [0, t]. Given the sub-problem PEMi , agent i has to estimate the sequence of robot belief states B only. This strategy would be effective if the agents were able to observe any event concerning the monitored robot. However, since the agents have to deal with uncertainty, the agents get belief states which are not necessarily globally consistent. For example, at a given time instant k, some robot state s ∈ B i k may be inconsistent with some robot state s ′ ∈ B j k because, for a particular resource res l , the values s(res l,i ) and s ′ (res l,j ) do not satisfy the constraint cons l associated with res l . The possible global inconsistency of the robot belief states is a consequence of the partitioning of the PEM (t) problem into a set of sub-problems which are not completely independent of one another. For this reason, we have to isolate the set of dependencies existing among the sub-problems. To do so we introduce the following bound relation Rt.
Definition 4.1 At time t, two concurrent actions act(rbi, t) ∈ Ai and act(rbj, t) ∈ Aj satisfy the bound relation iff:
i. act(rbi, t).resources ∩ act(rbj, t).resources = ∅, or i.i. there exists act(rb k , t) ∈ A k such that: act(rbi, t)Rtact(rb k , t) and act(rb k , t)Rtact(rbj, t)
It is easy to see that the bound relation is an equivalence relation since it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. Thus, denoting with CrtAct(t) the set of the actions the robots are performing at time t, the transitive closure of Rt induces a partitioning of the set CrtAct(t). Moreover, since there exists a one to one relation between monitored actions and agents, it follows that the bound relation induces a partitioning also of the set Ags of software agents; with AQS(t) we denote the quotient set Ags/Rt. The bound relation highlights the dependencies existing among the sub-problems in which P EM (t) has been decomposed. In particular:
Definition 4.2 The dependency set of agent i is the i's equivalence class dep(t) ∈ AQS(t).
A dependency set dep(t) individuates a subset of agents which need to cooperate since their sub-problems P EMi(t) (i ∈ dep(t)) may interact with one another. It is worth noticing that the notion of dependency set based on the bound relation Rt is safe in the sense that two concurrent actions act(rbi, t) and act(rbj, t) may be in the same dependency set even if robots rbi and rbj require the resources in act(rbi, t).resources ∩ act(rbj, t).resources at different time instants; but it can never happen that if rbi and rbj access a resource at the same time they are not in the same dependency set. Distributed On-line Monitoring. For describing how the distributed monitoring is performed we have to define: (1) how the agents in the same dep(t) 2 cooperate and (2) what result they achieve from the cooperation. For the sake of exposition we consider first the second topic. The common solution of the sub-problems P EMi(t) (for each agent i ∈ dep(t)) is a dependency belief :
Definition 4.3 Given an agent dependency set dep(t) at time t, a dependency belief B dep(t) t
is a set of alternative, partial states σ such that: Rbts(σ) = dep(t) and σ is consistent both with the observations obs(t) and with CON S. by composing these local belief states and by filtering out those states not satisfying the global constraints. Unfortunately, this strategy is not viable: even if the resulting dependency belief is globally consistent, it may maintain unfeasible states (i.e. impossible system states). To point out this issue consider the following example. At time t-1, the resource res l is used either by robot rbi or by robot rbj, but given the partial observability we can not state which robot is using res l ; thereby in B
there exist (at least) two alternative states s1 and s2 where s1(res l,i )=busy ∧ s1(res l,j )=requested and s2(res l,i )=requested ∧ s2(res l,j )=busy respectively. At time t agent i estimates the set B were computed by composing B i t and B j t , the composition would produce a (partial) state σ such that σ(res l,i )=released ∧ σ(res l,j )=released; even if the state σ satisfies the global constraints, it is easy to see that σ is an unfeasible state since at previous time instant only one of the two robots was using res l (thus only one robot could release res l ). In order to build a dependency belief B dep(t) t which maintains only feasible states, the agents need to exchange and compose not just the estimated belief state B (3) → σt where σt−1 and σt are partial states men-tioning the robots rbi and rbj at times t-1 and t respectively. The selection σCONS filters out all those projections which do not satisfy the global constraints in σt. In the following we formalize the relation of Rderivability between dependency beliefs based on the composition of transitions sets.
Definition 4.4 Let dep(t − 1) and dep(t) be the dependency sets of
the projection πt returns all the partial states at time t i.e., the states
It is worth noticing that the definition of Rderivability holds even when the dependency sets dep(t − 1) and dep(t) are not identical. The proofs are omitted for lack of space. Action Outcome Once agent i has built the dependency belief B dep(t) t it has to check whether the action act(rbi, t) has been completed. The nominal or abnormal behavior of act(rbi, t) is summarized by the concept of outcome (i.e. the termination status of an action); it is analogous to the action health mode introduced in [10] . The nominal outcome of act(rbi, t) is goal achieved and it is determined evaluating the predicate IsIn(B dep(t) t , GOT act(rb i ,t) ) which holds iff ∀σ ∈ B dep(t) t , σ ⊢ s where s is a state in GOT act(rb i ,t) . In a similar way we can determine all the other not nominal outcomes. In fact, when the predicate IsIn(B dep(t) t , GDEL act(rb i ,t) ) holds we say that the outcome of act(rbi, t) is goal achieved with delay. Finally, when the predicate IsIn(B dep(t) t , U act(rb i ,t) ) holds we can conclude that the action outcome is goal unachievable. Note that the Proposition 4.1 guarantees the global consistency of the dependency belief B
dep(t) t
, so the outcome of action act(rbi, t) can be derived by inspecting the B dep(t) t only. The Algorithm The on-line monitoring is carried out by the concurrent execution of the algorithm reported in Figure 2 by each agent i ∈ Ags. This algorithm summarizes the main steps in estimating the dependency belief state according to the above characterization. At line 01 the initialization steps are performed. In lines 02 through 20 agent i keeps track of the progress of the actions rbi carries on. More precisely, every iteration of the while cycle corresponds to an instant t: in lines 04 through 06 agent i gathers the observations at time t, determines the current dependency set and gets the previous dependency belief. In lines 07 through 11 agent i builds the dependency belief B Figure 2 . The On-Line Monitoring Algorithm sets is performed. Once the dependency belief has been determined the algorithm checks whether the current action act(rbi, t) has been completed or it has failed; thereby the algorithm evaluates the predicate IsIn w.r.t. the (possibly faulty) final states of act(rbi, t) (lines 13 through 29). In case the action fails an alarm message could be sent in order to draw the attention of the supervisor; on the contrary, when the action has been completed the algorithm simply dispatches a new action to rbi according to the plan Pi. Exploiting Action Outcomes. The outcome of an action is an important piece of information exploited by the supervisor in order to properly adjust the plan in response to an action failure. Let us suppose that for a given action the not nominal goal unachievable has been detected. In this case the supervisor can determine the subset of actions in the plan that will not be executable as consequence of this failure 3 . In case the subset does not involve a large number of actions and the main goal of the plan can be achieved despite the action failure, the supervisor could avoid to repair the plan P ; on the contrary, when the goal is no longer achievable, the supervisor can invoke the planner in order to build a new plan which achieves the same goal (if possible). Analogously, when the not nominal outcome goal achieved with delay is detected, the supervisor can assess whether this delay could cause the delay of some other actions and then violate some temporal constraints. Also in this case the supervisor invokes the planner to build a new plan. Finally, we have to notice that, sometimes, knowing the outcome could not be sufficient for the supervisor in order to decide whether to re-plan. In fact, an outcome conveys the information that an action is failed, bit it does not single out the root causes of the failure. In other words, the supervisor needs a diagnosis explaining the failure. A detailed description how a diagnosis for an action failure can be inferred is out the scope of this paper, but, [5] describes a way for inferring high-level diagnoses by means of abductive rules which relate the not nominal outcome with the occurrence of faults in some robot functionalities or of robot interactions. Relying on an action diagnosis, the supervisor can decide to re-plan just a (subset) of sub-plan(s) instead of building a new global plan. For example, if action act(rbi, t) of type acttype fails due to a fault in some functionalities of rbi, it is possible that rbi could be able to execute other types of action different from acttype. In this case the supervisor could re-plan Pi by taking into account the health status of rbi and removing from Pi all the actions of type acttype. In some other situations the negative effects of an action failure can not be overcome by re-planning just a sub-plan and the supervisor has to build a new global plan.
Experimental Results
In order to prove the effectiveness of the distributed approach we compare it w.r.t. the centralized approach described in [5] in the context of the RoboCare Project [4] . In the RoboCare scenario, mobile robots provide services in a health-care institution where the critical resources are doors and beds. In such an environment we have modeled five different types of actions: the automata representing them have, on average, 14 states and 26 transitions where the number of observable transitions is just 6 (i.e. the environment is just partially observable)
For running the experiments we have simulated an environment with 10 rooms, 14 doors and 18 beds. The test set consists of 60 challenging plans whose characteristics are reported in Table 1 . In order to verify whether the decentralized approach scales up better than the centralized one, two classes of test cases have been considered: the medium cases involve 8 robots, while the hard cases involve 12 robots. Moreover during the execution of these plans we have simulated multiple faults (even simultaneously) and troublesome interactions involving a significant number of robots. The soft- ware agents in JDK 1.4.2 SE are implemented as threads running on the same PC 4 ; both the centralized and the distributed approaches exploit the Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) for symbolically encoding the belief states (see [9] ). The comparison between the centralized approach and the distributed one has been performed measuring: Bsize, the average size (number of nodes) of the belief state that the monitoring agent (centralized or distributed) needs to maintain; #States, the average number of alternative states encoded within a belief state; CPU-time, the average CPU time in msec spent for monitoring at each time instant. Table 2 shows how the two approaches behave w.r.t. these three measures and the two classes of cases. First of all we have to notice that the centralized approach has not completed the hard cases as consequence of an out-of-memory exception, i.e. maintaining a global belief is space-consuming. As concerns medium cases, we can observe that the partitioning of the system belief state into a set of dependency beliefs reduces the ambiguity the agents have to deal with; in fact the number of states encoded within a dependency belief is far below than those encoded within a global belief state. It worth noticing that, in the centralized version, we have observed global beliefs encoding more than 100,000 alternative states. Finally, due to the reduced size of the dependency beliefs, the operations on them are performed more efficiently than operations on a global system belief; this is confirmed by the significant reduction in the CPU time taken by the monitoring 
Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we have formalized a distributed framework for the online monitoring of a plan. The framework takes into consideration that the plan is carried on by robots in a dynamic environment which is only partially observable. This is particularly challenging since the number of possible trajectories to be traced during the monitoring process grows dramatically (as the preliminary experimental results show). Moreover, our approach does not require that the actions are atomic, so that we have to deal with actions using different resources in different steps of the action. The occurrence of failures in robots and of threats in plan execution are not predictable so the monitoring has to single out action failures on line. This on-line requirement has been met by adopting symbolic methods (in particular OBDDs) for computing and representing belief states and, more important, by adopting a distributed approach. The experiments performed so far have demonstrated that the distribution of the monitoring performs better than the centralized approach, in particular when the system has been monitored for long periods of time.
We are also working for extending the supervisor to include the capability of repairing just a portion of the global plan. To this aim, a very important role is played by the diagnostic module (for a discussion see [6] ) since the detection of the root causes of a failure is more informative than an action outcome and allows the supervisor to distinguish between different plan threats. In this way, more appropriate re-planning actions can be selected.
